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88% give to charity an average of $1,367
dollars across 6.2 organizations

Matures are most likely to give money via
direct mail as well as donate goods

These donors have the capacity to be solid
members of an online fundraising
community

35% of Matures made an online gift in the
last year 

 

72% give to charity an average of $1200
dollars across 4.5 organizations

While slow to adopt technology, once they
catch on they become very proficient and
prefer giving online, on social media and 
 mobile

Only 24% gave in response to direct mail

49% of Boomers are currently enrolled in
monthly giving programs

59% of them give to charity at an average of
$732 dollars across 3.9 organizations

Gen X value relationships and build trust
through transparency and engagement

Gen X is 20% of the U.S. population, 50% are
enrolled in a monthly giving program

They value donating and connecting with
nonprofits on mobile, socials and online

84% of Millennials give to charity, donating
an annual average of $481 across 3.3
organizations

40% of Millennial donors are enrolled in a
monthly giving program

Millennials are active on their mobile phones
and respond best to text messages and
social media

More likely to watch a video in order to
decide whether to donate to an organization

Generation Z (Gen Z) the youngest of these generational groups, are often referred to as
“Philanthroteens” because they are cause-minded and anxious to make a difference
 
Unlike Millennials who grew up in a mostly positive and stable economic environment, Gen
Z's have grown up with instability and crisis in our world and economy

Prefer to give via mobile - respond best to text messages and socials
 
32% of Gen Z have donated their own money for a cause
 
1 in 10 want to start their own nonprofit organization
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